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Antigo Flats Producer Group and
Ag Source Laboratories
In 2018, Discovery Farms®
established a partnership with
the Antigo Flats Producer Group
and Ag Source Laboratories. The
partnership was established to
understand soil and phosphorus
losses from agricultural lands in
the Antigo Flats region. Two edgeof -field monitoring stations were
installed to measure and collect
runoff samples from monitored
basins. Samples are collected
with remote technical assistance
from the United States Geological
Survey, and are analyzed for soil,
phosphorus and nitrogen.

maintenance at both edge-offield monitoring stations. When
asked what the most rewarding
part of this project is, Chuck Bolte
replied, “Knowing that what we are
doing is real data collected here.
Growers are extremely interested
in the results so far.” Farmers in
the community have received the
project positively. “It has amazed
me how many growers drive by
the road site during larger rains
to see if anything is flowing,” said
Chuck. He has also noticed more
cover crops planted and less fall
tillage used as farmers become
more concerned about soil
The sites are located on two farms compaction and loss.
just outside of Antigo. Antigo
Chuck also shared, “This project
Site 1 (AO1) and Antigo Site 2
(AO2) are the names assigned the has been great to get growers into
monitoring basins. In year 1, AO1, the conversation of soil health
which in the long run dictates
a 22.2 acre basin was planted as
nutrient runoff and soil loss. My
a potato crop. AO2, a 57.1 acre
basin was planted to new seeding conversations with growers
alfalfa. It was a challenge getting really show that they care about
this long term and this real data
the sites and berms established
properly initially because of high that we are creating here in
amounts of precipitation. The first their backyard is making the soil
health conversation much more
year of findings was presented
two-sided vs just me talking in
to farmers, crop consultants and
others in the area in December of the past. From my young staff
perspective—it has given them an
2019.
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